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INC: SEMI-AUTOMATED HOOK PLACEMENT WORKFLOW FOR CHEMICAL POLISHING RAC

Semi‐automated hook placement workflow for Chemical polishing
racks.

This disclosure relates to the field of software for 3D manufacturing.
A workflow for guiding users into attaching hooks designed for hanging 3D printed parts into chemical
polishing racks is presented, that guides the user into selecting the best place for support structures
based on the geometry of the part.
Post‐processing and especially chemical post‐processing enable 3D printed parts to be used in a wider
set of application such as consumer parts or jewelry. By the action of several chemical substances,
these processes reduce the roughness of printed parts, allowing for better painting, or improving look
and feel. To place the parts inside a chemical reactor and ensure the maximum area of contact
between chemicals and part, parts must be hanged from racks. In parts where the geometry design
does not already provide a hanging support (e.g., a hook), one must be created specifically for the part
before printing. Aligning two meshes in a 3D environment through a 2D screen is a difficult process,
where the information loss due to 3D to 2D projection forces multiple attempts to align the two
meshes over different planes and ensure they make proper contact. This process is typically costly and
difficult to do manually.
The basis for the automated placement of the hook structures will be based on the geometry of the
piece and its physical properties, specifically the mass, center of mass and principal axes of the part
but provides manual correction tools for fine placement. The process described is semiautomatic but
ensures the user can correct, in an assisted way, the placement of the hanging support. The procedure
consists of 2 automated steps and 3 optional semi‐automated steps for guided fine tuning of the hook
position and placement:
Step 1‐ Automated selection of hook: After the user has loaded a model into the preprint application
the mass of the part is computed. This is based on estimations of density of the part based on current
material properties times the volume of the piece. Given the mass of the piece, the appropriate hanger
from a library of predefined hook structures, is selected. The goal is to propose a hook that is the right
size and connects to the piece with the minimal area of contact, to ensure an easy detachment once
the polishing has finished.
Step 2‐ Automated placement: To ensure stability, all the hooks will try to attach themselves aligned
to the center of mass (CoM) of the piece. However, for some geometries, the CoM will not lie inside
of the part, so some extra information needs to be used for ensuring proper contact. Hook placement
will be computed based on the six principal axes of the geometry. Principal axes of the geometry can
be computed as the eigenvectors of the covariance matrix of the points of the mesh and can be
computed applying Principal Component Analysis (PCA) to the point cloud of the part. Principal axes
will provide six vectors to approach the CoM and this multiplicity can be used to find a proper
attachment.
The basic hook‐vs‐part placing algorithm for this step is based on 3 steps:
1. Hook initial alignment:
a) Order the principal axis by eigenvalue, starting with the highest eigenvalue.
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b) Using the axis vector and size of the mesh in that axis, place the hook outside the
convex hull of the part.
c) Aligned with the CoM orient the hook radially with the hook placed in the distal
end relative to the part.
2. Hook placement: The hook is moved towards the CoM of the part until a collision
(intersection) between the part and the base of the hook is detected (Fig 1, left).
3. Placement verification:
a) Compute the volume of intersection to see if enough contact has been made. If
the volume is small, advance the hook till the intersection volume is large enough
(based on hook diameter)
b) If the hook lies completely inside the convex hull of the mesh, the placement is
considered invalid (there will be no guarantee that the object can be placed
correctly). Repeat step 1 again with the next eigenvector.
c) If the hook collides with the convex hull of the part in more than one place, the
placement is invalid, and the step 1 must be repeated with a new eigenvector.
Step 3‐ Alternative placement suggestion: In cases where a specific area of the part must be
preserved, alternate hook placements positions are presented to the user. Given that the principal
axes of the part are computed in step 1, six different touch points for the hook can be automatically
computed and the user can easily select between them. The alternate placements can be displayed as
alternative anchor points e.g., greyed out or semi‐transparent, (Fig 1, center) so the user can select
not to interfere with specific areas of his part.

Figure 1. Left: Hooks placed at two largest axes. Center: alternate axis suggestion. Right: mouse over
selection
Step 4‐ Manual surface placement (optional): When the outcomes of the six suggested anchor
options does not satisfy the user, a manual selection mode must be provided. To ease the placement,
an enhanced mode is presented, where the mouse movement is “bound” to the geometry and when
moved over the mesh, a visible anchor point selection over the mesh is visible over the mesh, guiding
the user. This anchor point is computed by ray‐casting from the screen coordinates into the 3D camera
frustum and detecting intersections with the mesh (Fig 1, right). Moving the mouse over the screen
causes the anchor point to move over the boundary of the mesh. By default, the hook is placed radially
along the normal of the mesh at the anchor point, following the same algorithm than step 2 but
towards the selected point instead of against the CoM.
Step 5‐ Angle of hook edit (optional): Either coming from the automatic hook placement or the
manual one, the user should be able to modify the angle of the hook with respect to the anchor point,
using yaw and pitch selectors.
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The complete flow diagram of the workflow is depicted in Figure 2.
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Figure2. Flow diagram of the semi‐automatic hook placement workflow. Dashed blocks are optional
blocks.
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